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No.

RESOLUTIONS

ACTION

1.

Preliminary Meeting between the AUN
Secretariat, AUNILO Secretariat and host
country is recommended before the Meeting.

AUN/AUNILOSecretariat,
Host

2.

Next Meeting agenda should discuss the
change of name of AUNILO. Secretariat
should initiate the email of discussion for that
matter.

Secretariat, Member
countries

3.

Members are encouraged to contribute to
enhance AUNILO portal. RSS feed will be
created in the portal. Login id and password of
the portal will be given to each member
libraries to make it easy for them to post any
relevant updates.

USM, UM, Member
countries

4.

The option whether discovery service for
central repositories or a server for harvester to
be developed will be reviewed and a proposal
will be drafted. Member libraries will be
notified through email for further discussion.

NUS, SMU

5.

AUNILO Secretariat will send invoices to all
Secretariat
members regarding AUNILO portal
enhancement fee at least 2 months before end
of the year.

6.

Pathfinder on Peranakan collection will be
uploaded into AUNILO Portal.
Lanna collection of CMU will also be linked

USM, CMU

into the portal to enhance its content.
7.

Proposal for training on Social Media will be
drafted by UP and will be discussed among
members.

UP

Training programmes suggested on social media
for AUNILO librarians, eg. writing of apps.
Meeting agreed that members can keep a look out
for free apps that can be adopted by AUNILO
member institutions as apps are not cheap to write
or buy. Meeting also agreed to share good
practices based on what institutions have
implemented. Libraries can show other librarians
what they know and selection of training can be
based on preference. It is necessary to do fast
because mobile technologies change very quickly.
Good to have mobile technologies on AUNILO
portal. NUS will check if service providers can
suggest anything for AUNILO network.
- NUS will collate a list of mobile technologies
implemented by member institutions. Those who
are relatively further ahead can train other
librarians from AUNILO member libraries via
virtual learning platforms such as webex. Other
the librarians can come over and learn as interns.
Meeting also set resolution to explore possibility
of exchanging librarians to learn more of each
other libraries’ good practices.

NUS

NUS

- It was suggested that it is important to adopt
apps after taking into consideration users’
expectation and usability. It is quite common to
have technology-related projects which are
implemented without such considerations. SMU
suggested exploring “library anywhere”website.

8.

Meeting minutes and resolutions should be
distributed 2 weeks after the meeting.

AUNILO Secretariat

9.

AUN will email the criterias on becoming
AUNILO members to the Secretariat.

AUN

